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It is tempting to base (eco-)toxicological assay evaluation solely on statistical significance tests. The approach is
stringent, objective and facilitates binary decisions. However, tests according to null hypothesis statistical testing
(NHST) are thought experiments that rely heavily on assumptions. The generic and unreflected application of
statistical tests has been called “mindless” by Gigerenzer. While statistical tests have an appropriate application
domain, the present work investigates how unreflected testing may affect toxicological assessments. Dunnett
multiple-comparison and Williams trend testing and their compatibility intervals are compared with doseresponse-modelling in case studies, where data do not follow textbook behavior, nor behave as expected from
a toxicological point of view. In such cases, toxicological assessments based only on p-values may be biased and
biological evaluations based on plausibility may be prioritized. If confidence in a negative assay outcome cannot
be established, further data may be needed for a robust toxicological assessment.
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1. Introduction
The combination of some data and an aching desire for an answer
does not ensure that a reasonable answer can be extracted from a given
body of data.
– John W. Tukey (1986).
In regulatory ecotoxicology and toxicology, a defined set of bioassays
is conducted to identify and characterize hazards. This is, on the one
hand, to uncover a potential cause of concern which may have regula
tory implications and, on the other, to derive values for risk assessment
where exposure and hazard values, such as the No Observed Adverse
Effect Level (NOAEL), are put in a numeric relationship. Depending on
the context, the NOAEL may be modified by an uncertainty factor to
derive reference values.
Some internationally accepted test guidelines require statistical an
alyses, while others suggest statistical tests only as guidance, if at all. A
statistically significant result in conjunction with a toxicological evalu
ation usually indicates a relevant response. However, sometimes a sta
tistically significant result on its own is considered a relevant response,
which illustrates the relevance of statistical tests in a hazard-based
regulatory environment such as the European pesticide legislation

(European Commission 2009): A single statistical significant response in
a genotoxicity assay, if not investigated with regard to plausibility, may
be considered to represent a genotoxic hazard, which then results in a
registration failure.
As there are various statistical tests available with better or worse
performance, depending on the data and assumptions, main tests are
commonly selected after a statistical decision tree using pre- or
assumption tests. Here, naïve and strict binary decisions might lead to
different main tests for different endpoints within the same assay, which
is subject to error and increases overall error rates. Accordingly, this
approach cannot be recommended (Kluxen and Hothorn 2020).
Most bioassays consist of a negative control and multiple treatment
groups. Hence, tests considering this design are commonly used, most
often the Dunnett test (Dunnett 1955). There are modifications available
for various data types and for when the original tests’ assumptions do
not hold (Hasler and Hothorn 2008; Herberich et al., 2010; Hothorn and
Kluxen 2019, 2020).
As treatment levels usually increase in a single test, and since po
tency is considered to increase with dose under toxicological axioms,
also trend tests are used, most commonly the Williams test (Williams
1971, 1972), to statistically support a monotonic dose-response claim.
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Other trend tests may be suitable in various scenarios (Hothorn 2020).
The benefit of the Dunnett and the Williams tests are that their
modifications allow analyzing toxicological endpoints with different
scales (e.g. normal, count, proportion, poly-k estimate) using the same
tests and that confidence intervals can be derived (Hothorn 2016),
which is not the case for all test strategies.
In addition to statistical decision trees, statistical testing itself has
been criticized when used as a single, restrictive and naïve binary de
cision criterion (Wasserstein and Lazar 2016; Wasserstein et al., 2019)
and the use of compatibility intervals has been suggested as a possible
mitigation approach; this was also suggested for toxicology (Hothorn
and Pirow 2020; Kluxen 2020).
Since trend tests are sometimes proposed to derive NOAELs and are
in practice sometimes discussed in regulatory procedures, it may be
interesting to review how Dunnett and Williams tests affect (eco-)
toxicological evaluations if generically applied.
This can be further graphically explored by using compatibility
intervals.
Compatibility intervals are equivalent to confidence intervals but
differ in interpretation. They describe a range of plausible values that
are compatible with the data based on a hypothesis and a used model or
the uncertainty associated with an effect size estimate (Gelman and
Greenland 2019; Greenland 2019).
The current manuscript explores what is actually tested by the two
most common statistical tests and when such tests may be problematic.
As a possible alternative, dose-response modelling is considered along
with hypothesis testing and the effect size estimation approach. It will
become obvious that statistical testing or the other applied methods do
not replace scientific reasoning or the potential need to generate further
data. We aim to expand the statistical “toolbox” (Gigerenzer et al., 2004)
for toxicologists by making effect size estimation and dose-response
modelling more popular and practically applicable and highlight that
statistical evaluations can be discussed with respect to the data and
toxicological plausibility. We argue for a holistic assessment of data
considering all available lines of evidence for toxicological decisions.
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While the Dunnett contrasts lead to group-wise comparisons against
control, the Williams test pools group responses (except in the first
contrast which is similar to the first Dunnett contrast). This explains
both the higher statistical power and the “modified” effect sizes for the
Williams test depicted later below. The Williams test is sometimes used
in toxicology to claim a statistical trend effect and to derive NOAELs,
due to higher statistical power. OECD (2006) suggests using it in a
step-wise procedure to derive NOAELs. This is not applied here, since the
resulting confidence intervals for the corresponding effect sizes cannot
be easily interpreted (Schmidt and Brannath 2015), which, however,
should be a key principle for using confidence intervals (Hothorn and
Pirow 2020). Due to pooling of the contrasts (Matrix 2), the previous
NOAEL definitions cannot be satisfied with the Williams test, except for
the highest dose group (contrast #1). One could obviously define a
NOAELWilliams according to the contrast matrix but that would only
allow for a pooled LOAEL. When no NOAEL could be derived with this
definition, it is unclear how a pooled LOAEL could be used for risk
assessment purposes. Neither the NOAELlow nor the hypothetical
NOAELWilliams appear toxicologically plausible.
The case studies below demonstrate further issues with using the
Williams test.
The alternative to the NOAEL approach and to use statistical tests is
to derive a benchmark dose (BMD) by dose-response modelling. In
practice, the BMD’s lower confidence limit (BMDL) is often used for
hazard characterization purposes. There are different definitions for the
BMD (Jensen et al., 2019), however, the BMD always corresponds to the
dose associated with a predefined change in response, the benchmark
response (BMR), denoting a relevant effect size. The main benefit of the
BMD is that it does not need to be a tested dose group as the NOAEL and
that it has a pre-defined hazard. It relates to a dose with a defined
adverse effect size thus is not a “no effect dose”, such as the possible
interpretation of NOAEL with associated issues of statistical power and
other biases.

1.1. Point of departure (POD) definitions and statistical testing
There are generally two approaches to derive PODs: NOAEL deri
vation and dose response modelling. Confusingly, one encounters three
different definitions for NOAELs (Hothorn and Kluxen 2020) in
peer-reviewed literature and regulatory processes:
NOAELtox: In toxicology, the NOAEL is the highest dose tested that
causes no adverse effects in a test species in a properly designed and executed
study (Hayes 2014), which in practice usually corresponds to the highest
level which is not statistically significantly different to control. The next
higher level is the lowest observed adverse effect level (LOAEL).
NOAELtox_stat: The level before the lowest significant level (which
will be the LOAEL) where all higher ones must be significant as well - but
not necessarily monotonically ordered. NOAELtox and NOAELtox_stat are
basically equivalent. NOAELtox, however, lacks the statistical definition.
NOAELlow: The level before the lowest significant level (which is
then the LOAEL) where all higher dose effects are ignored.
The difference between NOAELlow and NOAELtox is critical when
identifying and characterizing hazards, as it can lead to different toxi
cological assessments. Using NOAELlow implies that all higher dose
groups could be non-significantly different to the control or truly not
affected.
NOAELs are commonly derived by statistical tests. The most common
tests are the Dunnett multiple comparison and the William-trend test
(Hothorn 2014, 2016). They are only superficially described here, for
detailed explanations we refer to the original (Williams 1971, 1972) and
follow up publications, as summarized in, for example, Hothorn (2020).
Both tests can be formulated as contrasts (Hothorn 2007; Hothorn
et al., 2008). The contrast matrices (1, 2) show how the groups are
actually compared in the tests. The contrasts show a typical scenario in

2. Case studies
To illustrate the relevance of the different POD definitions and ap
proaches and how Dunnett and Williams contrasts affect the effect size
estimates and associated compatibility intervals, three example datasets
were simulated and investigated using the freely available statistical
software R (R Core Team, 2020). Table 1 gives the true underlying
population means and standard deviations (SD) for each of the three
Table 1
True underlying population means and standard deviations for the groups (n =
10) of the simulated datasets.
Dose

Dataset 1

Population:

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

0
10
30
100
300
1000

1
1
2
1
1
5

0.5
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
0.5

1
5
1
1
1
3

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

1
1.5
2.5
3.5
4.5
5

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

SD: standard deviation.
2

Dataset 2

Dataset 3
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datasets. The simulated datasets were constructed by sampling from
normal distributions with the assumed means and SDs (using rnorm()
and seed 333111 in R). Data were plotted using ggplot2 (Wickham 2016).
Compatibility intervals were calculated with multcomp (Hothorn et al.,
2008). Four-parameter log-logistic models were fitted to the data using
the package drc (Ritz et al., 2015); such models fit many biological re
sponses (Kappenberg et al., 2020; Ritz et al., 2019). BMDs were derived
using the package bmd (Jensen et al., 2020), using a relative definition,
also referred to as the critical effect size, and the BMR was set to 5%,
without any scientific or toxicological considerations. It should be noted
that five dose groups were selected to explore a wider dose range in the
dose-response relationships. This scenario favors dose-response model
ling over statistical testing and is more typical of toxicological in vitro or
ecotoxicological experiments. Toxicological in vivo experiments typi
cally only have three dose groups.
A real data example further explores the limits of statistical testing.

affect the NOAEL-derivation.
Fig. 2B also shows Williams confidence intervals and it illustrates
how the effect sizes are modified to achieve the monotone trend
assumption. This highlights the effect of a high response at the top dose.
If there is no apparent trend in the data, one may argue that the Williams
contrasts do not reflect the actual response pattern and that a corre
sponding NOAEL is not appropriate based on the pattern. Accordingly,
no NOAEL could be derived based on the Williams test for these data.
Since the dataset was simulated, we know the true underlying pop
ulation means of the different dose groups (Table 1). While this does not
represent a full simulation on the tests’ performance, it gives an indi
cation on whether the test outcome corresponds to the true underlying
population parameters. The Dunnett test in Fig. 2 corresponds to a true
location shift at dose 1000. However, Table 1 also indicates that the
response at dose 30 is from another population, something one would
usually not know. Still, the two following doses come from the same
population as the control.
Fig. 2C shows the fit of the dose-response model, which may describe
the trend in the true population mean in our hypothetical example. The
derived POD, the BMD, does not rely on the response for the individual
doses, but on the response pattern for the experiment as a whole. The
BMD and BMDL is closer to the NOAELtox and NOAELtox-stat than the
NOAELlow.

2.1. Simulated dataset 1
Table 2 presents results for Dataset 1. Here, substantially different
NOAELs can be derived by a Dunnett test, depending on the NOAEL
definition: Either dose 10 or dose 300 may be considered as the POD, i.e.
a 30-fold difference which may be critical with respect to risk assessment
calculations. The NOAELlow (dose 10) cannot be considered very robust
because two higher doses (dose 100, 300) do not appear to be affected
by the treatment. A maximal response in the highest treatment group is
always more plausible than a maximal response in another treatment
group. While a maximal response in the highest treatment group may
occur by chance, it is probable to occur due to toxicological axioms, i.e.,
potency increases with dose, with the caveat that conflicting higher dose
observations are by definition absent.
Since summary statistics may obscure important clues such as out
liers, it is good practice and needs to be recommended to plot the raw
data (Kluxen 2019; Kluxen and Hothorn 2020; Nature Methods Editorial
2014; Pallmann and Hothorn 2016; Tukey 1977; Weissgerber et al.,
2019).
Fig. 1A shows boxplots and individual data points, which indicate an
increased variance in dose 30. Fig. 1B shows 90% confidence intervals
corresponding to the test results in Table 2. These illustrate that the
classical Dunnett test assumes equal variances between groups. As this
does not seem to be the case here, the confidence intervals may be of
incorrect sizes.
Fig. 2A shows Dunnett 90% confidence intervals based on the
sandwich estimator (Zeileis 2006), which is used to adjust the
variance-covariance matrix to account for variance heterogeneity
(Hayes and Cai 2007; Kauermann and Carroll 2001). Here, the confi
dence interval of dose 30 increases compared to the other dose groups
making it compatible with the mean of the control group. If the NOAEL
is derived only based on statistical significance, ignoring other infor
mation, the NOAELlow is dose 300, which is very different to the
NOAELlow derived using the original Dunnett tests without sandwich
variance-covariance estimates.
This illustrates that if NOAELs are generically derived by simple
decision criteria, both NOAEL definition and statistical assumptions

2.2. Simulated dataset 2
Fig. 3 shows results for Dataset 2, which may be considered an
exaggeration of Dataset 1. Here the lowest dose 10 elicits a very high
response. It is obvious that an unmodified dataset does not allow any
sensible statistical evaluation. This is also reflected in the dose-response
model in Fig. 3C.
The absence of any response in the three higher doses might suggest
a mistake in data or in the experimental conduct. If the high response at
dose 10 is a mistake, i.e., an outlier, this might be a sufficient reason to
exclude the response from the evaluation. While a sensible NOAEL may
be derived using Dunnett contrasts without modifying data, this is not
achieved by Williams contrasts or dose-response modelling. Also, note
that the Dunnett’s compatibility intervals, and the derived NOAEL, may
change if the potential outlier dose group is excluded.
An alternative perspective is that there is just no treatment effect and
that the observed response occurred due to random sampling, as may be
considered reflected by the dose-response analysis. One could also argue
that Williams contrasts are appropriate as they seem to mitigate the
effect of the high low dose response and result in a “weighted” NOAEL at
30 (Fig. 3B), which is compatible with the control response, – with
associated issues for the LOAEL.
In practice, we would not know the underlying mechanisms resulting
in the observed data and the consideration of further data, e.g. historical
control data or more data on the test item, or repeating the assay might
allow a toxicological and more sensible statistical assessment. There are
obviously ethical challenges with repeating toxicological bioassays that
use animals. And this may even be generically prohibited depending on
the relevant regulations. However, this example highlights that no
robust assessment can be achieved based on this single assay outcome

Table 2
Example Dataset 1 (n = 10) and corresponding one-sided Dunnett test results.
Dataset 1
Dose
0
10
30
100
300
1000

Dunnett test
Mean
1.21
0.997
1.95
0.873
1.05
4.81

SD
0.532
0.319
0.987
0.504
0.322
0.364

POD

Contrasts

Estimate

SE

P-values

10 - 0 = = 0
30 - 0 = = 0
100 - 0 = = 0
300 - 0 = = 0
1000 - 0 = = 0

− 0.21
0.74
− 0.33
− 0.16
3.61

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

0.98
0.009**
0.99
0.96
<0.001***

Dunnett test was calculated using package multcomp (Hothorn et al., 2008) in R (R Core Team 2020).
3
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Fig. 1. Dataset 1. (A) Individual values (open black circles), mean (multiplication sign) and boxplots. (B) Individual values superimposed with means (red point) and
Dunnett-adjusted 90% confidence intervals (red vertical lines), which were shifted by the control group mean (red dashed line) to be aligned with the individual data.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Dataset 1. (A) Individual values superimposed with mean (red point) and Dunnett-adjusted 90% compatibility intervals (red lines) modified with a sandwich
estimator to account for variance heterogeneity and (B) Williams-adjusted 90% compatibility intervals. Both were shifted by the control group mean (red dashed line)
to align with the individual data. (C) Four-parameter dose-response model (dashed blue line) along with BMD0.05 (red point and dotted line) and its compatibility
interval (red line). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

and that other lines of evidence need to be explored.

remain the same, see Table 1, the control mean will not be included in
the confidence interval of either dose 30 or dose 10. This illustrates a key
problem with the NOAEL concept: as n approaches to infinity theoreti
cally any negligible treatment effect will become statistically signifi
cantly different from the control. While there should usually be a certain
number of molecules necessary to induce toxicity, compare Brescia
(2020) and McCarty et al. (2020), it is unclear whether this biological
threshold can be always robustly derived via experimentation.
This indicates the limitations of the NOAEL approach and is one of
the benefits of dose response modelling (compare Fig. 4C), where the
dose corresponding to a predefined effect size can be estimated. Here
increasing group sizes will increase the precision of the BMD estimate,
the location will, however, not be substantially affected.

2.3. Simulated dataset 3
Fig. 4 shows Dataset 3 and illustrates the effect of power on NOAEL
derivation. In this scenario, where there is a discernible increasing trend
over the treatment range, the Williams test has increased power over the
Dunnett. One may, however, discuss whether the response at dose 10 is
appropriately reflected by the Williams effect size estimate. According to
the visual representation in Fig. 4, dose 10 is similar to the control
response, while there is actually an increase according to the true un
derlying population mean (Table 1).
The issue is obviously that in this scenario, with a true increasing
trend over the treatment range according to the population means, the
concept of the NOAEL is reduced to statistical power considerations in
general. An increase of n will increase the precision of the mean esti
mates, compare Hothorn et al. (2019), and at a certain group size,
assuming the true underlying population means and standard deviations

2.4. HPRT data example
Fig. 5 shows data from three experiments (EI+, EII+, EIII+, all with
metabolic activation) of a GLP- and OECD test guideline-compliant
4
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Fig. 3. Dataset 2 plotted similar to Fig. 2. It shows a curious pattern with no discernible dose-response. Accordingly, no dose-response model could be fitted in plot C.

Fig. 4. Dataset 3 plotted similar to Fig. 2. The data come from populations with continuously increasing means over the dose groups, hence, the NOAEL derivation
depends only on statistical power and sampling variation: any treatment dose will be identified as a LOAEL with enough statistical power.

HPRT test used in a regulatory submission to address genotoxicity. No
statistical analysis was necessary when the assay was conducted (2014/
2015) and the outcome was evaluated only based on biological rele
vance. Today, a single statistically significant response can be consid
ered to reflect a positive test outcome, according to the revised test
guideline (OECD 2016).
There are several issues with the assay, which require a detailed
toxicological assessment and prevent a simple binary decision.

• There is a curious high response in Experiment 1 and a very high
response in the highest concentration of Experiment 2. The positive
controls, however, showed substantially higher responses.
While colony counts are evaluated and not continuous data, the
relatively high number of counts may allow us to assume a normal
distribution. While variance is increased in the high response in
Experiment 2, we may consider homogeneity for the other responses and
thus calculate normal Dunnett confidence intervals. No Williams test
was performed since the high response in Experiment 2 will affect the
group estimates similar to the previous examples.
In Experiment 1, only an isolated response in the lower concentration
range is statistically significant (Fig. 5A), because the 90% compatible
interval does not include the control mean, while all other responses are
compatible with the control mean. All other responses are further mostly
compatible with the historical control range for this assay type. Hence,

• The two negative and two solvent controls vary dramatically in all
experiments; however, the solvent does not appear to have a pre
dictable effect (Fig. 6).
• The overall control value is similar to the overall historical control
data mean in the first experiment, higher than the mean in the sec
ond experiment, and as high as the maximum historical control data
value in the third experiment.
5
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Fig. 5. Real data example of a HPRT test to detect genotoxicity. Only experiments with metabolic activation are shown. Note the very close concentration spacing.
(A) Individual values and superimposed means (multiplication sign). (B) Means and Dunnett-adjusted 90% compatibility intervals (red). (C) Means and Dunnettadjusted 90% compatibility intervals considering the variation between the four control groups in a mixed model using lme4 (Bates et al., 2015). Lines depict
control mean (black), HCD mean (dotted blue) and HCD maximum (dashed red). All Dunnett effect size estimates and compatibility intervals were shifted by the
control mean value. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

the experiment was repeated.
In Experiment 2, there is again an increase in mutant frequency as
compared to the control group in the mid-concentration range, which
however decreases before a very high response is observed at the highest
concentration range. It is overall a curious dose-response pattern. Most
responses are also compatible with the concurrent control.
Experiment 3 was conducted to investigate whether the high
response in Experiment 2 could be repeated, which was not the case.
Curiously, the increase in Experiment 2 corresponds with a decrease as
compared to control at the exact same concentration level in Experiment
3.
Based on today’s evaluation criteria and the applied statistical as
sumptions and analyses, the assay could be considered positive, if no
additional information is taken into account. Considering the detailed
concentration range and that the high responses could not be repeated at
the same treatment levels, the assay was considered to give no cause for
concern for genotoxicity.
To some extent the statistical model can be updated for a similar
assessment. Consider the pronounced variation in the control groups
(Fig. 6). There are different methods to consider this in a statistical
evaluation. In Fig. 5B, a joint control group was considered to derive the
Dunnett confidence intervals, as there is no indication that the solvent
affects the experiment in Fig. 6; S1 and S2 vary as much as the negative
controls NC1 and NC2. When the model is updated by considering the
between control group variation, pronounced especially in Experiment
1, with a mixed model, the estimated compatibility intervals increase
(Fig. 5C). Then all treatment groups are compatible with the concurrent
control mean in Experiment 1, 2 and 3 with the exception of the high
response in Experiment 2 and very low response at the same concen
tration in Experiment 3.

An alternative approach could be the application of dose-response
modelling. Fig. 7 shows the individual data along with overplotted 4
parameter dose-response models and BMDs and their confidence in
tervals. It shows very different fits for the three experiments, which
corresponds to the previous assessment. Crucially, Experiment 1 and 3
have fits in opposing directions but similar BMDs, which highlights the
incongruency of the response. However, their derived BMDLs that could
be used as PODs are remarkably different. And while an increasing doseresponse curve is fitted for Experiment 2, the shape and its BMD are very
different to the one in Experiment 1 and 3. Overall, the lack of clear
dose-response trend is evident from the wide confidence intervals for the
BMDs. With no clear dose-response trend in data the estimation of BMD
becomes highly dependent on model choice. Model-averaging may be
used to prevent the issue of model-dependence and associated issues
with model-selection but it does not give more precise or biologically
valid results than allowed by the underlying data.
The dataset, also as depicted in Fig. 7, shows the limitations of a
single statistical approach, including dose-response modelling, and
where it is necessary to consider information outside the space of a
single assay.
In the current case, further negative mutagenicity tests additionally
supported confidence that the substance has no relevant genotoxic
potential.
3. Discussion
It is tempting to base (eco-)toxicological assay evaluations solely on
statistical significance tests. The approach is stringent, objective and
facilitates binary decisions. But statistical tests according to null hy
pothesis statistical testing (NHST) are thought experiments that rely
6
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be used to describe the data statistically. With regard to toxicology,
further data may be needed for a robust assessment if no confidence in a
negative assay outcome can be established (Lovell et al., 2000) or a
proof-of-safety by using relevance thresholds, for example based on
historical data, can be demonstrated (Hothorn and Hasler 2008).
Do the authors argue that there is no applicability domain for NHST
in toxicology? Not necessarily. In principle, toxicology has the ideal
requisites for NHST. The experiments are well randomized and strati
fied, e.g., to ensure similar body weights in animal experiments, which
reduces bias. Further, the studies follow rigid test guidelines, with
defined experimental conditions and observation numbers. The issue in
toxicology is that the relevant effect sizes are not well defined and the
relevant endpoints are often not known. Hence, within a single study,
any response could be either relevant or occurring by chance. Since
alpha (alpha/type-I-error in hypothesis testing: chance of rejecting the
null hypothesis while it is true) is (usually) only controlled for individual
endpoints within a single study, many regulatory toxicity studies
necessarily have random statistically significant effects by chance
because dozens of endpoints are assessed. This highlights the need to
consider historical control data in the evaluation. It is the toxicologist’s
task to identify common and related effects within a larger dataset.
Using effect size estimation or dose-response modelling instead of
generic testing ensures that effects are not overlooked due to lack of
“statistical significance”. Further, isolated extreme effect sizes can be
discussed more holistically with respect to the overall response pattern.
NHST should still be part of the toxicologist’s education and toolbox, if
consciously used, and may be applicable as the sole decision criterion in
the absence of any other information. Jaki and Hothorn (2013) suggest
using both Dunnett and Williams test in conjunction (and not in parallel,
as conducted in the simulated case examples), since there are applica
tions for both in toxicology and this does not exhaust the alpha level.
This can be easily facilitated in the statistical software R (R Core Team
2020) by using the multcomp package (Hothorn et al., 2008) and the
contrasts shown in Jaki and Hothorn (2013). However, toxicologists
need to be aware of what is tested when the tests are used: whereas the
Dunnett compares single levels to the control, the Williams compares
pooled responses under the strict assumption of monotonicity. The case
examples showed what this means with respect to the estimated effect
sizes. While the Williams test has increased power, the examples show
that the derived no effect levels may not be plausible when biased by
high responses at the highest treatment levels and would thus seriously
affect NOAEL derivation.
There are several other statistical methods available for specific data
settings, which cannot be covered here. We aimed at giving an idea of
how statistics can be discussed within a toxicological assessment. There
is for example also an umbrella Williams test (Bretz and Hothorn 2003)
protecting against down-turn effects in the highest dose group, e.g. by
cytotoxicity. It is, however, not clear how such a test could be used in
regulatory scenarios, because test levels are considered valid based on
guideline criteria and should be discussed accordingly. However, it al
lows refined discussion of the results and potentially more relevant
confidence intervals for effect size estimates. Also, biological informa
tion could be incorporated into dose-response modelling (Lau et al.,
2000) which may result in more relevant reference value estimates.
The simulated case examples show that dose-response analysis may
sometimes lead to more sensible POD estimates than the NOAEL
approach. But one may caution that 5 treatment groups were used,
which occur in toxicological in vitro and ecotoxicological bioassays, but
three treatment groups are commonly used in toxicological in vivo as
says. And here, if there is for example only an adverse count observation
in the high dose group but none in the others, one strictly needs to as
sume a treatment effect to fit a dose-response model. While this may be
true, one may argue that not all treatments can actually induce all
possible effects at a sufficient dose, for example because the necessary
toxicophores for an effect are not present in the investigated molecule.
Hence, also an isolated maximal response at maximal dose may actually

Fig. 6. Negative (NC) and solvent (SC) controls of the three experiments
depicted in Fig. 5. Individual values (open circles) and group means (multi
plication sign).

heavily on assumptions. Gigerenzer called generic testing “mindless
statistics” (Gigerenzer 2004) and “the null ritual” (Gigerenzer et al.,
2004) and McElreath (2015) compared it to the “Golem of Prague”,
which will just continue to work forever without reflection on whether
the exercise is sensible. Also, OECD (2006) cautions that “statistical
procedures should not be followed mindlessly.” Hence, if the tests’ conduct
and outcome is not submitted to a “common-sense test” (Fox and Landis
2016) or a “plausibility check” (Kluxen and Hothorn 2020), one may end
up with irrelevant toxicological conclusions. Statistical tests cannot
answer whether a test result is toxicologically relevant, this can only be
achieved by scientific reasoning, which should be guided by statistical
considerations. Tukey (1986) cautions that “The data may not contain
the answer” and continues that “The data may not even contain an
appearance of an answer, although we should look for appearances and
then report them with adequate caution.” Hence, the case examples give
some indication how different statistical assumptions and strategies can
7
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Fig. 7. Using dose-response modelling to assess the outcome of the HPRT assay results. Shown are the individual responses (open circles) and an overplotted fourparameter fit (blue dashed line). The red points depict the BMD0.05 along with its 95% confidence interval (red line). (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

as summary statistics and graphs may obscure underlying relationships
(Kluxen 2019; Nature Methods Editorial 2014; Weissgerber et al., 2019).
In regulatory practice, often multiple assays are available for the
same or related endpoints, which may mitigate the over-reliance on the
statistical assessment of a single assay. The case studies show, however,
how the various statistical tools may complement a toxicological dis
cussion. One possible outcome of such a discussion could be that more
data need to be generated if different approaches result in vastly
different assessments and no confidence in a negative outcome can be
established.

be not treatment-related. Here, the consideration of biological relevance
may be helpful by using historical control data, either for dose-response
modelling or compatibility intervals (Hothorn and Pirow 2020; Jensen
et al., 2019; Kluxen 2020; Ritz et al., 2019) or the generation of further
data.
With respect to the HPRT data example, if the responses would be
similar between the experimental repetitions, which would support a
dose-response relationship, a precise BMD estimation could still be
prevented by the variation in the control groups. Here, a pragmatic
recent proposal was to simply exclude all control groups which may
achieve better fits (Kappenberg et al., 2020). One might note that
dose-response modelling is usually not applied on genotoxicity data,
since regulations and test guidelines focus on hazard identification,
where dose-response modelling is not considered. However, a paradigm
shift is currently discussed in order to derive endpoints from genotox
icity assays for use in risk assessment (Steiblen et al., 2020; White et al.,
2020). While concentrations from in vitro assays would need to be
extrapolated to in vivo doses (Sewell et al., 2017), this could sometimes
mitigate the described issues that occur due to generic statistical testing.
It should be noted that the HPRT data example touches on several
challenging statistical issues at once, i.e., replicated experiments, use of
historical control data and different control groups within the same
assay. All of these points are investigated in current research, which may
indicate that a close cooperation between toxicologists and statisticians
is valuable.
Overall, one may argue that biological evaluations should be prior
itized when the statistical assessments do not appear plausible. To this
end, exploratory data analysis (Cleveland 1993; Tukey 1977) is helpful,

4. Conclusion
No statistical approach can replace scientific reasoning or toxico
logical evaluations. Hence, a statistical test’s result needs to be evalu
ated with caution and with regard to plausibility. Dose-responsemodelling might mitigate some of the issues associated with testing. If
no confidence in a negative assay outcome can be established, further
data may be needed for a robust assessment.
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